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Team Description: WB Electronics provides innovative solutions that ensure support and automation the command process through the introduction of information technology as well as electronics and communications equipment.
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Team Information

WB Electronics as a private company is one of the leading companies of the Polish defense industry.

The company, as one of the major supplier for the Armed Forces of the Republic of Poland, has been contributing to the Polish army defense capabilities for more than fifteen years. WB Electronics excels in providing latest technologies equipment to the Land Forces as well as in playing leading role in modernization programs.

To retain sustained growth and product diversification the company started in 2010 a process of acquisition and establishing new companies dedicated to new areas of defense technology. Today WB Group consists of five companies employing 850 people and involved in radio communication technology, encryption, UAVs, gun automation and C4I solutions.

Our products find customers worldwide, there are numerous active projects being realized internationally concerning supplies of goods, technology transfer and joint development with a foreign partner.

In Poland WB Group companies work as a prime contractor to the Polish Ministry of National Defense as well as subcontractor to the leading manufacturers of armored vehicles and armament.

Sponsors:
--

Selection of scenario:

- [X] Reconnaissance and surveillance in non-urban environments
- [__] Transport – repeated shuttling between two camps
- [__] Search and retrieval of human casualties in outdoor environments
- [__] Reconnoitring of building structures
- [__] EOR/EOD/IEDD/CIED (for professionals only!)
- [X] Static display

Proof of citizenship: A copy of team leader passport will do (will not be published)!